PLAYER TIER LEVELS
Your Player Tier Level will be determined by you, your regional director or CCA Corporate. If you are
registering as a first-time / guest player read below to see where you might stand. So that you can compete
against players of your similar skill level.

•

Advanced Player-This is can be an A or B Player.
o “A” Player (Advanced) – This player can and wants to compete against anyone. This player can
execute sliding the bag and airmailing the bag as needed. Player fully understands game
strategy and likely plays and practices on a regular basis. (SCR Range: 90 – 120 points)
o “B” Player (Advanced) – This player fully understands game strategy but may struggle with
consistency. At times this player looks like they can beat anyone, but then in a subsequent
game or frame can struggle. Player is at a high Advanced level and should work towards getting
better by challenging “A” level players. (SCR Range: 71 – 89 points)

•

Competitive/Amateur Player This can be a C or D or E player.
o C” Player This player has started to develop some consistency when tossing the bag. They have
a basic understanding of game strategy but have yet to master all the different types of throws
including the airmail shot needed to excel and compete at the higher levels. Player should play
Competitive level events knowing that they may struggle at first but work towards getting
better. (SCR Range: 56 – 70 points)
o “D” Bagger (Social/Novice) – This player has a feel for the distance needed to toss the bag but is
erratic in getting the bag to consistently hit and stay on the board. Typically, this level of player
is in the beginning stages of developing a consistent throwing motion that can be repeated.
Player should play in the social division and start challenging themselves by playing against
Competitive level players. (SCR Range: 31 – 55 points)
o “E” Player (Novice) – This player has limited to no experience with the game. There is very little
control over where the bag is going, and the bag often misses the board. This player should only
compete in social / backyard events and there is nothing wrong with playing casual games with
friends and family to start the improvement process. (SCR Range: 0 – 30 points)
*** CCA Reserves the right to give any player a CCA tier ranking even if that player has yet to play CCA. ***
If you are a registered PRO player with a National Organization, you will automatically be
classified as an “A” player. CCA reserves the right to determine the eligibility of any player
wanting to play CCA each season.

SCR (Skills Challenge Ranking) this is a test anyone can apply themselves. You throw ten rounds, 4 bags each round,
then you total up the score from each round. Players must stay in the same lane for the entire round. Most you can
score in a round is 12, so the highest overall score possible is 120 points.

